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Secure Tokens for Online Banking Clients 
At a time when no one – individual or business – is considered too inconsequential to target for 
account takeovers via sophisticated Trojan software, or even social engineering, online banking 
needs a countermeasure that cannot be compromised through online methods. Secure tokens are 
currently the gold standard in such countermeasures. 
 
What is a secure token? 

A secure token is a small device similar to a key fob that provides a unique, one-time use 
password for logging into your online banking. Each token contains a password database that 
is only authenticated to that token, which is in turn registered to each user with access to the 
Citizens Bank &Trust online banking system. The password on each device changes every 60 
seconds and since the password on the device must be entered each time the user logs in, 
there is no way to access account information without being in physical possession of the 
device. 

Are secure tokens required? 
Secure tokens are required for all clients using the Citizens Bank & Trust online banking 
system to send outgoing wire transfers or ACH transactions. 

Is there a charge for the secure tokens? 
The initial supply of tokens will be provided at no charge. Additional or replacement tokens 
are available for $20.00 USD each. 

What happens if the token is lost? 
The client’s online banking administrator contacts Ebank Help to suspend token 
authentication for the user’s lost token. Suspending authentication means that the user will 
not be prompted to enter the correct code until a new token is received and registered. This 
also means the user will not be able to log into the system and conduct wire or ACH activity 
until the replacement is registered. 

When will users be prompted to enter the token password? 
Each time a user logs into the system. 

Will users be prompted when attempting transactions such as bill payments, 
ACH and wires? 

Secure token authentication is only used for the purpose of logging in. 

How long do the tokens last? 
Each token will last approximately 3 years. At that time, Citizens Bank & Trust will issue 
new tokens to registered users. 


